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Abstract
Background and aims: With the recent proposal of matK and rbcL as core plant DNA barcoding regions by the Consortium for
the Barcoding of Life Plant Working Group, the construction of reference libraries in the botanical DNA barcoding initiative
has entered a new phase. However, in a recent DNA barcoding study in the three Mexican genera of the gymnosperm order
Cycadales, we found that neither matK nor rbcL allow high levels of molecular identification of previously established species.
Materials and methods: Our data analysis in that study rested on the “Characteristic Attributes Organization System” (CAOS),
a character-based algorithm for the definition of “DNA diagnostics.” Here, we use CAOS to analyze a population-level
molecular data set in Zamia, one of the three cycad genera occurring in Mexico, whose populations display contrasting
biogeographic patterns. Our population-level study, which includes all species in the region formally known as Megamexico, is
restricted to the genome region, which showed the best single-locus molecular identification performance in our previous
study—namely, the noncoding intergenic chloroplast spacer psbK-I.
Results: Our comparison of single-individual vs. population-level psbK-I datasets in Zamia indicates that CAOS analyses are
sensitive to slight alignment changes, which in turn derive from the different amounts of molecular variation present in each
matrix type.
Conclusion: We, therefore, suggest that character-based studies that involve population-level data should contemplate this type
of comparison between data matrices, before a set of DNA diagnostics in a given DNA barcoding reference library is
considered definitive.
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Introduction
In 2009, the Consortium for the Barcoding of Life Plant
Working Group (CBOL PWG) selected the chloroplast
regions matK and rbcL as a “core barcode” for the land
plants. Both gene-coding loci had been widely used
already in plant molecular systematics studies, some
of which helped to establish the research field as such
(e.g. Chase et al. 1993; Hilu et al. 2003). Therefore,
these regions were included in several plant DNA
barcoding projects (Chase et al. 2005, 2007; Kress et al.
2005; Cowan et al. 2006; Kress and Erickson 2007;

Erickson et al. 2008; Fazekas et al. 2008, 2009;
Lahaye et al. 2008a,b; Ford et al. 2009), whose results
ultimately led to the CBOL PWG consensus.
In a recent DNA barcoding (i.e. molecular identification) study in the three genera of cycads that occur
in Mexico—Ceratozamia Brongn., Dioon Lindl. and
Zamia L.—we tested the comparative performance of
seven chloroplast coding regions and the nuclear
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) (Nicolalde-Morejón
et al. 2010). In contrast to the results presented in the
CBOL PWG paper, we showed that both matK and
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rbcL failed to comply, in any of these cycad genera, with
the criterion of “discrimination,” i.e. the third
parameter according to which a candidate genome
segment should be accepted as a consensus DNA
barcoding region (CBOL PWG 2009, p. 12794). Our
findings (Nicolalde-Morejón et al. 2010), based on
single-individual sampling in every species in three
Mexican cycad genera, echoed previous indications of
the absence of useful variation for DNA barcoding
purposes in matK and rbcL, in practically all cycad
genera (Little and Stevenson 2007; Sass et al. 2007).
Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010) analyzed the data with
the “Character Attributes Organization System”
(CAOS), a method that defines “DNA diagnostics,”
i.e. (molecular) character states shared by members of
a given taxon and simultaneously absent from
comparable groups. For a concise summary of the
theoretical reasons behind our decision to use CAOS in
a DNA barcoding context, see Nicolalde-Morejón et al.
(2010, p. 11). For more extensive expositions of the
rationale behind character-based methods in DNA
barcoding and additional discussion concerning their
advantages over phenetic (and other noncharacterbased) approaches, see DeSalle et al. (2005), DeSalle
(2006, 2007), Rach et al. (2008), Sarkar et al. (2008),
Bergmann et al. (2009), and Lowenstein et al. (2009).

Justification for the use of psbK-I as the DNA barcoding
region in the present study
In our CAOS-based analysis of the Mexican cycad
genera, we found that the chloroplast intergenic spacer
psbK-I displayed the best overall single-region performance of all the tested loci (Nicolalde-Morejón
et al. 2010, p. 9; see Table I). The measurement
behind this qualitative estimation is the percentage of
unique, correct species identification under the CAOS
analytical regime. Whereas in Dioon, this percentage
was 57 (i.e. eight out of 14 species), in the case of
Zamia, one-half of the total number of species (i.e. 12
out of 24) was successfully identified. Only in
Ceratozamia did the psbK-I region have low levels of
discrimination between species (four out of 23, or
17%). However, this value is not very different from
the best (ITS2) and the second best (atpF-atpH)
performing regions in the same genus, indicating that
Ceratozamia is a particularly difficult taxon to address
from a DNA barcoding perspective.
Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010, p. 12) had already
noted that the group of Zamia species located in the
biogeographic zone known as “Megamexico”—a
region that roughly covers Mexico, Guatemala, Belize,
El Salvador, and part of Northern Nicaragua
(Rzedowski 1991)—involves a set of taxa for which
there is “an increasingly better understanding of
taxonomy and systematics.” This assertion rests upon

Table I. DNA barcoding in species of Zamia occurring in Megamexico: comparative assessment of the number of diagnostic sites for four
chloroplast coding and non-coding genome regions and one nuclear region.
Diagnostic sites
Zamia species
Zamia cremnophila Vovides, Schutzman & Dehgan*
Z. fischeri Miq.*
Z. furfuracea L. f.*
Z. herrerae Calderón & Standl.*
Z. inermis Vovides, Rees & Vázq. Torres*
Z. katzeriana (Regel) Rettig
Z. lacandona Schutzman & Vovides*
Z. loddigesii Miq.*
Z. paucijuga Wieland
Z. polymorpha Stevenson, Moretti & Vázq. Torres*
Z. prasina W. Bull*
Z. purpurea Vovides, Rees & Vázq. Torres*
Z. soconuscensis Schutzman, Vovides & Dehgan*
Z. spartea A. DC.
Z. standleyi Schutzman*
Z. tuerckheimii Donn. Sm.*
Z. variegata Warsz.*
Z. vazquezii Stevenson, Sabato, Moretti & De Luca
Z. cunaria Dressler & Stevenson*
Z. elegantissima Schutzman, Vovides & Adams*
Z. integrifolia L. f.*
Z. manicata Linden ex Regel*
Z. pseudoparasitica Yates in Seem*
Z. pygmea Sims

Country of distribution
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Belize
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Honduras
Guatemala
Mexico
Mexico
Panama
Panama
USA
Colombia
Panama
Cuba

psbK-I
.1
–
–
–
1
–
–
2
–
3
1
–
1
–
2
–
–
–
–
–
1
4
.50
–

atpF-H

ITS2

rpoC1

matK

–
2
–
1
–
–
1
–
–
–
1
–
1
–
–
–
–
–
4
–
–
1
–
–

–
–
4
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3
1
1
–
–
–
3
1
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1
–
–
–
1
–
–
–
–
–
–
1
1
–
1
–
–

5
–
–
–
2
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The intergenic spacer psbK-psbI displays the best single-locus performance. Information compiled from Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010).
* The Zamia species diagnosable with these loci.
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the contents of a recently published monograph
(Nicolalde-Morejón et al. 2009), which includes
detailed information about the sites of geographic
occurrence of populations in every Megamexican
Zamia species. In the present paper, we analyzed
molecular data obtained from samples collected in the
field, directly by our research group, for several of these
Zamia populations. On the basis of the aforementioned
best performance of psbK-I as a DNA barcoding region
in the Mexican species of Zamia (Table II; see also
Figure 1 and Table 2 in Nicolalde-Morejón et al.
(2010)), our analyses are focused only on this region.
Although reliance on single-gene matrices might seem
restrictive at first sight, the use of the same characterbased DNA barcoding strategy in our Zamia population-level data set allows us to establish comparisons
with character-based results from a single-individual
data set, for the same genomic region (i.e. the Zamia
psbK-I matrix already analyzed in Nicolalde-Morejón
et al. (2010)). This type of comparison is useful to
establish whether character-based DNA barcoding
analyses are sensitive to slight alignment differences
caused by the introduction of new molecular variation
through the addition of samples/sequence replicas in
matrices. We consider that our results might be of
general interest for DNA barcoding researchers
interested in character-based methods, whose projects
might involve the retrieval of molecular variation from
diverse populations within species.
Materials and methods
Sampling of biological materials
We have sampled at least one population for each of the
21 Zamia species recognized from Megamexico, which
represents the entire diversity of species for this genus
in Megamexico (sensu Rzedowski 1991; see NicolaldeMorejón et al. 2009, 2010). In total, 63 Zamia
populations are represented in our study (for a
quantitative description of the distribution of these
populations per Zamia species and the total number of
samples processed per population, see Table II). All
materials were obtained either from living plants at the
National Cycad Collection in the Jardı́n Botánico
“Francisco Javier Clavijero” (JBC) that is administered
by the Instituto de Ecologı́a, A.C. (Xalapa, Veracruz,
Mexico) or collected in the field (for a list of the
collection sites for every Zamia population included in
the present study, see Table II). Leaf tissues from
Zamia standleyi, Zamia tuerckheimii, and Zamia prasina
were obtained as a gift from the Montgomery Botanical
Center (MBC, Miami, FL, USA).
Leaf genomic DNA extraction, PCR amplification,
and DNA sequencing
Apart from the leaf samples brought into the laboratory
from the field, freshly collected materials were used
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in total leaf genomic DNA extractions of materials from
greenhouses at the JBC. For the extractions, we used
either the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia,
California, USA) or a modified protocol based on a
widely employed CTAB DNA extraction procedure
(Doyle and Doyle 1987). PCR amplification experiments were carried out as reported in one of the pioneer
cycad DNA barcoding studies (Sass et al. 2007);
primers specific for the selected region in the present
study—i.e. the intergenic spacer psbK-I—are the same
that were used by Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010, p. 5;
these primers are in turn based on Lahaye et al.
(2008a,b)). Amplification products were observed and
photographed after gel electrophoresis in 1% agarose
gels stained with ethidium bromide. PCR products were
purified directly, using the QIAquick PCR Purification
Kit (Qiagen), and automated sequencing was carried
out at Macrogen (Seoul, South Korea).
Sequence assembly and alignment
Electropherogram editing for assembly of psbK-I
fragments into contigs was performed with the software
program Sequencher 4.8 (Gene Codes Corp, Ann
Arbor, Michigan, USA). Sequences were deposited on
GenBank (see Table II for accession numbers).
Sequence alignment of assembled contigs was carried
out in BioEdit 7.0.9 (Hall 1999), using the ClustalX
(Thompson et al. 1997) multiple alignment mode
function. Aligned matrices were imported into Mesquite 2.73 (Maddison and Maddison 2010) and edited
by hand after further visual inspection. Files were saved
in Nexus format for subsequent analysis, and are
available from the corresponding author upon request.
Character-based analysis of a population-level matrix
of psbK-I sequences from Zamia species distributed
in Megamexico
As stated in the Introduction, in the present work, we
have used the software program CAOS (Sarkar et al.
2008) in order to define “DNA diagnostic characters”
in our matrices and provided a basis for the molecular
identification of samples (i.e. individuals) that potentially belong to the set of Zamia species described in the
taxonomic revision by Nicolalde-Morejón et al.
(2009). On the basis of the instruction manual for
CAOS (“CAOS Documentation and Worked
Examples”; Sarkar et al. 2008) and the methodological
protocol described in Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010,
pp. 4 – 5), we first built a neighbor-joining phenogram
(Saitou and Nei 1987) in PAUP 4b10 (Swofford 2002),
in order to have a starting branching diagram, which
was then converted into the definitive “guide tree”
using Mesquite 2.73 (Maddison and Maddison 2010).
Evidently, the topology of the neighbor-joining tree had
no effect on our subsequent analyses; at the same time,
in this context, we emphasize that DNA barcoding
studies are neither phenetic nor phylogenetic inference
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Table II. Sequence data and geographical origin characteristics of sampled Zamia species.
Number of sequences per collection locality
and haplotypes

Zamia species
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Z. paucijuga

Number of populations
13

Distribution (state, country)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

psbk-psbI

Nayarit, Mexico
Jalisco, Mexico
Jalisco, Mexico
Jalisco, Mexico
Jalisco, Mexico
Michoacán, Mexico
Guerrero, Mexico
Guerrero, Mexico
Guerrero, Mexico
Guerrero, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Tabasco, Mexico
Tamaulipas, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracuz, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico

9
9
10
9
10
10
5
10
9
8
8
10
10
10
9
7
10
10
4
3
3
2
4

Z. soconuscensis
Z. herrerae

1
2

Z. loddigesii

7

Z. fischeri

2

1. San Luis Potosı́, Mexico
2. San Luis Potosı́, Mexico

10
8

Z. vazquezii
Z. inermis
Z. furfuracea

1
1
6

Z. katzeriana

4

Z. spartea

3

Z. purpurea

2

Z. cremnophila
Z. lacandona

1
3

Z. polymorpha

11

1.
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
1.
1.
1.
1.

9
8
10
10
8
7
9
10
7
7
2
4
9
9
3
8
10
10
5
1
3
4
4
3
4
2
2
2
2
3
4
9
4
5
5

Z.
Z.
Z.
Z.

variegata
standleyi
tuerckheimii
prasina

1
1
1
1

Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Veracruz, Mexico
Oaxaca, Mexico
Tabasco, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Yucatán, Mexico
Yucatán, Mexico
Yucatán, Mexico
Campeche, Mexico
Campeche, Mexico
Quintana Roo, Mexico
Quintana Roo, Mexico
Quintana Roo, Mexico
Quintana Roo, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Tabasco, Mexico
Chiapas, Mexico
Honduras
Guatemala
Belize

Haplotype and GenBank accession numbers
H1: HQ454120
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H11: HQ454130
H11
H11
H1
H1
H4: HQ454123
H4
H1 (Ind. 1 –3, 5 –8, 10); H4 (Ind. 4, 9)
H4
H1 (Ind. 1, 3, 4); H4 (Ind. 2)
H1
H1
H1
H4 (Ind. 3); H9: HQ454128 (Ind. 1, 2);
H10: HQ454129 (Ind. 4)
H2: HQ454121
H2 (Ind. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7);
H3: HQ454122 (Ind. 2, 3, 8)
H8: HQ454127
H2 (Ind. 1, 3–8); H5: HQ454124 (Ind. 2)
H1
H1
H1
H1 (Ind. 1, 2, 4 –7); H4 (Ind. 3)
H1
H1
H1
H4
H1
H1 (Ind. 1, 3); H4 (Ind. 2, 4)
H1 (Ind. 1 –3, 5 –8); H4 (Ind. 4, 9)
H1
H1 (Ind. 3); H4 (Ind. 1, 2)
H1
H1
H1
H1
H1
H12 (Ind. 1); H13 (Ind. 2, 3)
H12: HQ454131
H12
H12
H13: HQ454132
H12
H1 (Ind. 1); H12 (Ind. 2)
H12
H12
H12
H12
H1
H1
H1
H14: HQ454133
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Table II – continued
Number of sequences per collection locality
and haplotypes
Zamia species
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Z.
Z.
Z.
Z.

cunaria
manicata
pygmea
integrifolia

Number of populations
1
1
1
1

Distribution (state, country)
Panama
Colombia
Cuba
USA

studies per se, but rather an identification method.
Given that our data sets involve population-level
molecular information, we followed the CAOS
instruction manual and collapsed all nodes basal to
the groups of sequences corresponding to each
population; subsequently, these “clades” were nested
within higher-order groups, corresponding in each case
to a single unique species name. The Mesquitegenerated guide tree resulting from these manipulations (see Supplementary material) was then stored in
Nexus format for subsequent analysis with the
programs specific to the CAOS software package.
We operated the CAOS programs following the
protocol described by Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010,
pp. 4 –5). As stated in that protocol, determination
of DNA diagnostics required the manual revision of
the “CAOS-attribute file” and “CAOS-group file”
archives generated by the program P-Gnome (Sarkar
et al. 2008). After this step, characters (“attributes”)
with confidence value of 1.00 were selected to construct
the actual matrix of DNA diagnostics. Corroboration
of attributes was achieved by visually comparing the
information of the “CAOS-group file” archives with the
original, Mesquite-edited matrices. The matrix of
DNA diagnostics constructed after CAOS analyses of
the population-level matrix of psbK-I sequences for
Zamia species from Megamexico was then compared
with the single-individual, DNA diagnostics matrix for
the same chloroplast region, which is a subset of the
multigene global matrix analyzed by NicolaldeMorejón et al. (2010).
Results and discussion
Why are mitochondrial genome regions not suitable for
plant DNA barcoding?
The availability of primer pairs for many different plant
genome regions determined that the test for candidate
land plant DNA barcodes was initially open to the
inclusion of noncoding segments, as well as other
coding sequences besides matK and rbcL. However, the
interest that molecular biology-oriented botanists have
had on the chloroplast genome as a source of DNA
barcoding candidate regions did not derive only from
the aforementioned record of success achieved with
matK and rbcL in plant molecular systematics. An

psbk-psbI
1
1
1
1

Haplotype and GenBank accession numbers
H1
H15: HQ454134
H6: HQ454125
H7: HQ454126

equally important reason behind that research focus
has been the observation (made independently by plant
molecular biologists not formally involved in plant
DNA barcoding) that the cytochrome c oxidase
subunit I gene—i.e. the mitochondrial region that
had been already established as the “universal DNA
barcode” in animals (Hebert et al. 2003a,b)—is not
suitable for DNA-based identification purposes due to
specificities in the molecular evolution of plant
mitochondrial genomes (Chase et al. 2005). We believe
that this context is of interest to readers of this journal,
for obvious reasons. Nevertheless, we also think that
the analysis of molecular variation in the mitochondrial
genome of cycads might prove useful to understand
plant genome evolution dynamics in general, and
perhaps also have a limited utility for molecular
identification purposes. The extent of such molecular
variation in the cycads is, at any rate, practically
unknown to date (for a rare example in which
mitochondrial DNA variation was detected among
populations of a cycad species, see Huang et al. 2001).
How useful is psbK-I for DNA barcoding in plants?
In the context of the international initiative to find
plant DNA barcoding regions, the chloroplast genome
intergenic spacer trnH-psbA was proposed early as a
potentially ideal plant DNA barcode on the basis of
its relatively small size and ease of amplification
(Kress et al. 2005; for the proposal of trnH-psbA and
rbcL as a potential “two-locus universal DNA barcode”
in plants, see Kress and Erickson 2008). Later on, a
couple of additional chloroplast spacers—namely,
atpF-atpH and psbK-I—were proposed (by Korean
botanist K.-J. Kim; see Pennisi 2007) and their utility
discussed in international meetings. Ultimately, the
three noncoding chloroplast regions just mentioned
were included in the CBOL PWG (2009) publication,
as a “supplementary set” of barcode sources.
In line with the findings of Sass et al. (2007)
concerning the unsuitability of matK and rbcL as DNA
barcoding loci in the gymnosperm order Cycadales,
Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010) further established
that psbK-I has the best single-locus performance for
the Mexican cycads in terms of unique molecular
species identification, in comparison with several
other chloroplast regions that were entertained as
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DNA barcoding region candidates in land plants.
Interestingly, calculations carried out by the CBOL
PWG for their selection of the core plant DNA
barcoding regions had also indicated that psbK-I is a
good single-gene DNA barcoding locus: this intergenic spacer had only a very slight deficit in terms of
percentage discrimination success (i.e. the third
criterion for DNA barcoding loci selection; CBOL
PWG 2009, p. 12794) compared with trnH-psbA,
which occupied the first place (see Figure 1c in CBOL
PWG (2009)). Therefore, while our cycad results
(Nicolalde-Morejón et al. 2010) in fact provide
support for this CBOL PWG observation, they also
suggest that the selection of matK and rbcL as core
DNA barcode regions was perhaps premature. In
Table I, we show a quantitative summary of the
comparative performance of psbK-I as a (potential)
DNA barcoding region in Zamia species from
Megamexico, according to the results previously
discussed by Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010).
Comparing DNA barcoding single-individual vs.
population-level matrices in Zamia: CAOS analyses can
be sensitive to alignment
As shown in Table III, our CAOS-based analysis of the
population-level matrix for psbK-I in Zamia retrieves
14 DNA diagnostic sites—matching sites 1, 31, 51, 74,
83, 153, 202, 220, 253, 319, 361, 411, 622, and 664 of
the corresponding alignment. The number of DNA
diagnostics in this matrix represents four additional
sites with respect to the total number of sites obtained
with CAOS for a single-individual dataset (NicolaldeMorejón et al. 2010; in Figure 1, the sites in common
among the two matrices are marked with shading).
Interestingly, out of the nonmatching sites between the
two matrices, there is a single character that was
present in the single-individual alignment (from
Nicolalde-Morejón et al. (2010)), but disappeared in
the population-level 1 (namely, character 618 in the
former data set; this site contains the DNA diagnostic
for Zamia lacandona). Further visual inspection of the
combined matrix indicates, in addition, the presence of
three dimorphic sites—two for Zamia fischeri, and one
for Zamia polymorpha, which nevertheless contribute to
the distinctive DNA barcode of these two species; and
one site in Zamia paucijuga that distinguishes three
populations (out of 13), leaving the remaining 10 with
no DNA diagnostics to separate them from the most
common combination of character states for the
CAOS-defined DNA diagnostics.
In summary, our single-gene comparative evaluation of a single-individual vs. a population-level data
set demonstrates that a character-based analytical
regime can be sensitive to alignment discrepancies. We
have observed that sequence alignments can change
slightly with the addition of multiple sequence entries
for the same populations and/or species; evidently, the

incorporation of such information is a realistic
possibility in any plant DNA barcoding project for
which natural populations are available for study.
Therefore, we suggest that the stipulation of a set of
“definitive” DNA barcodes for reference in a DNA
barcoding library in taxonomic genera, families, etc.
should consider comparisons of at least two matrices
of aligned sequences: on the one hand, the “minimal
matrix” that only contains one sequence per species,
and the matrix that contains the largest sampling at the
population scale, on the other. In this way, researchers
interested in using character-based methods in DNA
barcoding projects can have high confidence that they
will include most—if not all—naturally occurring
nucleotidic variation in the regions they might have
selected for the molecular identification of their study
taxa.
Prospects for molecular identification and “integrative
taxonomy” studies in Neotropical Zamia species
The present work constitutes only a step toward a
comprehensive interpretation of the patterns of molecular variation existing in current populations in
species of Zamia occurring in the Neotropics. Such
interpretation could ultimately help us understand the
evolution of the cycad genus Zamia in this biogeographic region. From a strictly taxonomic and
systematic standpoint, it is important to keep in mind
that differences in the intensity of botanical collections
in the biogeographic subregions where Zamia populations occur might be biasing our estimation of
such variation (Nicolalde-Morejón F, Stevenson DW,
González-Astorga J, Vergara-Silva F, unpublished
observations). In turn, we might be currently underestimating the utility of candidate DNA barcoding
regions for the construction of reference libraries for
various research and applied purposes; this is certainly
an issue that should be addressed in subsequent
attempts to refine DNA barcoding reference libraries
in any cycad genus. In any event, restricting for the
moment our scope to Zamia, and with the taxonomic
data already at hand (Nicolalde-Morejón et al. 2009),
we predict that future detailed analysis of molecular data
sets for some of the species in this genus could suggest
recircumscriptions and/or nomenclatural changes.
In our view, the prospects for these taxonomic
advances should be addressed in the conceptual
framework associated with the “taxonomic circle”
inference procedure advocated by DeSalle et al.
(2005). In this regard, some of the best candidates
for such ulterior “integrative taxonomy” studies are
Zamia loddigesii, Z. paucijuga, and Z. polymorpha, three
species of Zamia from Megamexico with wide ranges of
morphological and karyotypic variation and ample
geographic distributions (Caputo et al. 1996; NicolaldeMorejón et al. 2009). Likewise, the Caribbean species of
Zamia that are putatively sister taxa to the Mexican
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Diagnostic sites in common for the two matrices/alignments are indicated with shading. Notice the polymorphisms in Z. fischeri, Z. polymorpha, and particularly in Z. paucijuga. * Only a few individuals
displayed the nucleotidic variant; † Only one individual was studied in these species.
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Zamia species

Diagnostic sites for psbI-psbK (single-individual/population level)

Table III. Comparison of DNA diagnostic sites between the single-individual and the population-level psbK-psbI data sets for Zamia species from Megamexico.
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species Z. fischeri (Caputo et al. 2004) constitute
another good candidate group for integrative taxonomic
work. Most species of Zamia in the Caribbean clade
exhibit morphological diversity between populations on
any given island and from island to island. As a result
there are, historically, over 35 validly published epithets
for a currently recognized six to eight species
(Eckenwalder 1980; Stevenson 1987; Géigel 2003).
Currently, there are two competing and mutually
exclusive hypotheses to explain this. In one scenario,
all of the species on a given island have evolved on that
island and thus similarities of morphologies from island
to island are the result of parallel evolution to the
same edaphic features. Thus, each island either has
one very variable species or a set of unique species.
The contrasting hypothesis is that there are several
species, each with a unique distribution pattern
among the islands either from vicariance or dispersal
or both. As in the case of the Zamia species from
Megamexico, we suggest that the key to selecting
among these competing hypotheses for the Caribbean
Zamias might lie in an integrative approach to inference
in which the DNA barcoding information could
“break out of the taxonomic circle” (sensu DeSalle
et al. 2005, p. 1908) already formed by the biogeographic, morphological—and possibly also the
ecological—data points.
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